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Club News
Hummer X
The Hummer X Club is a national organization dedicated to promoting
the Hummer spirit, responsible off roading, and sharing knowledge and
experience of the Hummer range of vehicles.
While the club is dedicated to Hummers, our primary focus is to have
safe fun off road regardless of vehicle type, and as such we welcome any
vehicle at our events. Our events include:
•
Off Road Events
•
User Groups
•
Family Events
•
Product Events
For a list of upcoming events, check our calendar in this newsletter or at
our website. Also check out our most recent events in this newsletter or
at www.HummerXClub.com. Whether you are looking for Hummer
Xtreme action or simply looking to show some individual Hummer
Xpression, you'll find it at Hummer X Club.
The next Hummer X Club Devil's Den trail event is scheduled for
Saturday, June 25, 2004. As always, this event is not limited to
Hummers and all vehicles are welcome. So whatever you drive come
out and enjoy some wheelin' with us. We will meet at 8:30AM at the
Whataburger at Ingram Park Mall and depart by 9:00AM. This is an offroading event and we ask that you visit our website for further
information. If you are thinking about attending, please contact Seth Fox
at: Seth@HummerXClub.com

Picture of the Month- Our March submission is of HX Club
President Phil Day climbing “Tim’s Rock” at Devil’s Den.
If you would like to submit a POTM entry, please forward pictures to:
Newsletter@HummerXClub.com

Calendar
San Antonio Trail Ride- June 25th – 9AM

Then it time for Hummer Helps again. The children's shelter ran by
S.A.M.M.'s Ministries is looking for our help. On July 7, 2005 we will
be visiting their children's shelter to visit with the children, take them
some small items, like cookies, coloring books, etc, and let them be part
of the "Hummer Experience".

Wheeling in the Den in the June Heat? What could be better!

Also new this summer is the official Hummer X Club web forum. For
all of our latest news, tech advice, members’ only area or just to chat
with other Hummer owners, please visit us at www.HummerXClub.com
and click on the Forum link at the top of the page.

For more information, contact Seth Fox at: Seth@hummerXClub.com
We are currently planning several other events including less formal events at
Devil’s Den in San Antonio. If you have an idea for a future club event please
contact us at: Newsletter@HummerXClub.com

S.A.M.M.'S MINISTRIES– July 7th 10AM
Hummer owners will visit with the children and take them some small items, like
cookies, coloring books, etc.

If you have any comments, suggestions or potential contributions to the club or
this newsletter, please write us at: Newsletter@HummerXClub.com

Dealer News by Craig Cutcher
What’s new for Hummer on the local front you may ask? Well, there is a lot happening right now. Here at
Ken Batchelor Hummer we are right in the middle of construction on our new facility. We are building a
22,000sq ft showroom and office complex to house Hummers as well as Cadillacs and Saabs. This facility
will have a look and feel that will compliment the awesome vehicles we are selling. Completion is expected
around the end of June, so be sure to come by and visit.
The other exciting news is that we have 2 new Hummers in the showroom! The H1 Alpha featuring the
Duramax Diesel and Allison Transmission will have 300hp and 520lb/ft of torque. The Alpha also gets a
2 inch lift, new helical cut gears, 12 inch brake rotors for quicker stops and the all new interior that debuted
in 2004. On the smaller side, the long awaited Hummer H3 has arrived. It is be 5 inches shorter in height, 5
inches narrower and about 15 inches shorter in length than the H2. A Hummer in every respect, the H3 can
ford 24 inches of water, climb a 60 percent grade, and traverse a 40 percent side slope. The H3 comes in
either manual or automatic transmission, is available with a locking differential, 33 inch tires, and of course
underbody protection. If you would like more information, call us here at 210-690-0700.

Big Wheels Deliver Meals – March ‘05
Nine Hummers made it out to the Big Wheels Deliver Meals event organized by Christian Senior Services in San Antonio. Thanks to James, Joyce,
Phil, Ric, Seth, and Stacey for coming out and supporting this event and many thanks to Ken Batchelor Hummer for sending out Craig and Michael
with two H2's. The CSS Meals on Wheels program in San Antonio delivers over 2,000 meals to seniors every day, mainly delivered by volunteer
drivers. It is an excellent program that helps those in the community who need it. Local celebrities and sponsors of the program had the
opportunity to enjoy one of the nutritious meals delivered by the program. Then the Hummers drove everyone along some of the routes delivering
meals. The Spurs Mascot was a real attention grabber, especially when he was climbing over Hummers or hanging out of Joyce's window! This
Meals on Wheels program clearly demonstrates what good can be done when local businesses get together and support a worthwhile cause.

Devil’s Den Trail Ride– April ‘05
Thirteen vehicles ventured off road for a great day of wheelin'. Tim's Rock was conquered by an H2, the newly landscaped Launch Pad was
successfully tackled by H1's, H2's and Jeeps, the Rock Garden saw some H1, H2 and Jeep action, and a great time was had by all.
The first obstacle of the day was Tim's Rock. After two Jeep's successfully tackled it, although one needed a little help from a winch, an H2 (albeit a
lifted one with front locker) made it up. No H1 has made it up Tim's Rock yet and that will certainly be a goal for coming trips, along with getting a
stock H2 up it. The floods last year re-shaped the Launch Pad, the approach to it is now harder than the obstacle itself. But several H2's and both
H1's successfully made it up, as well as two of the Jeeps. All the other usual obstacles, like the Waterfall and Picture Rock also tackled.
Seven people made dinner on Saturday night and picked up some door prizes, straps, shackles, tilt-meters, etc, donated by Trail Duty. Many thanks
also go to Ken Batchelor Hummer for the desserts at Ruth's Chris. A big thanks to everyone that came out and made this a great and enjoyable day
of wheelin'. Special thanks to Seth for his work in keeping everything moving and to Bill for his spotting and been a great trail guide.

Padre Island National Seashore – May ‘05
Eight vehicles made the trip out to PINS. The beach was easy going and the weather was great. It was slightly overcast, so not too hot at all, just
over 80F during the day and about 70F at night. The strong winds on Friday evening made setting up camp interesting, but there were no tent
failures and the wind dropped down on Saturday and was non-existent on Sunday. The coyotes came visiting a little on Friday night, but came in
force on Saturday night and kept a few people awake with their attempts to get into coolers etc. Fishing was poor due to the high amount of
seaweed, but all the kids had a blast and really enjoyed the beach. Overall, a good relaxing time was had by all.

Club Membership and Merchandise
Hummer X Club is a not-for-profit organization that is dedicated to the promotion of the Hummer
brand and organizes Hummer related activities. Whether you are looking for Hummer Xtreme
action or just want to share some Hummer Xpression, you will find it all at Hummer X Club.
Membership of Hummer X Club is not required to attend any event organized by the Club.
However, membership is required to vote for the board of directors and is obviously
encouraged. Without your support we cannot continue to grow and offer a wider range of
services to our members.
Hummer X Club is a not for profit organization and membership fees are used to enhance the
events and services offered by the Club. The initial membership fee is $30, which includes one
club shirt, and annual dues are $15. All new Hummer X Club members receive one club Tshirt. Additional club shirts are available for $20 to members and $25 to non members. Again,
all proceeds are used for the benefit of members.
If you wish to become a member of Hummer X Club or purchase a T-shirt you
can do so by visiting our web site.

Reader’s Rig

This month’s Reader’s Rig is from
Richard Gonzalez. Ric’s green H2
sports 17” Weld Evo rims with 37”
Super Swamper SSR tires. He comes
prepared for the worst with his Warn
9000i winch and custom rock sliders.
The look of this H2 is completed with
the Gobi ladder and d-ring steps on
the rear. Ric has used his H2 off-road
extensively in terrains ranging from
deep mud to rocks that were slick as
ice.

Trail Tips by Seth Fox
Everything from just driving down the trail to mud bogging can involve a good deal of mud. A wise idea is to
familiarize yourself with the type of mud you are likely to encounter in different areas where you are wheeling. If you
know that a muddy spot in the trail still has a pretty firm bottom, it can generally just be driven through. However, if the
bottom of the same spot is a mushy, sloppy mess, there is a good chance that your truck could get sucked into the goo
and even winching out may prove difficult. Particularly when tackling an unfamiliar area, take a little time to examine a
mud hole before driving through it. Can you see the bottom or is it covered with muddy water? How deep is it in the
middle? Is there debris (tree branches, tires, etc) in the hole? Assessment of the spot can prevent a whole lot of
unnecessary winching or even damage.

Product Review by Phil Day
Tire Upgrade?

The stock BF Goodrich AT tires on the H2 are a very good all-purpose tire. They perform very well on the highway and amazingly well off
road for an AT tire. For 99% of H2 owners, these are the right tires for their vehicle. For the few that look for extra off road traction, better
mud driving ability, or a small increase in clearance, there are many alternatives available.
Depending upon your requirements, something close to the stock size may be the solution. There are many 35x12.50x17 tires available that
are only slightly larger than stock and will work fine on the stock rims. Depending on the tire, this will give you more off road traction or
better mud driving ability. If you are looking for something slightly larger than stock, again there are plenty of 37x12.50x17 options
available that will fit on the stock rims. These will generally gain you about 1" in additional clearance, and slightly improve your
approach/departure and break over angles. Larger diameter tires will buy you some additional clearance. On a Hummer H1 clearance isn't
usually the weak link in off-road ability, but on the H2, clearance can be an issue when driving off-road. Wider tires increase your flotation
and traction. However, there are several disadvantages to going with a larger diameter tire size than stock;
•
You'll lose some low-end torque, as you will have effectively changed the gear ratio.
•
Your speedometer will read low.
•
Larger diameter tires are usually heavier, putting more stress on the driveline and suspension.
•
Wider tires may cause a little wandering on the highway and increase rolling resistance.
•
There are plenty of alternative tires available for an H2 with stock rims, which one is personal choice based upon your driving requirements.
If you add a lift kit to an H2 and use after market rims, the range of available tires opens up even more, with 38", 39" or even 40" tire sizes.
Whichever tire you go with, make sure they are installed correctly and that you rotate them on a regular basis. Always seek advice from a tire
professional before using any tires different to the stock ones. Finally, the use of a larger tire with a more aggressive tread will just look
better on your H2 and make it look "right".

Details, Details, Details… by “Keepin” it clean….James Thomas
Don’t Forget the Leather!
People often forget what leather is. As ugly as it may sound, its skin. Skin, as well as leather, must be cared for and should be
cleaned and conditioned regularly to restore moisture and to maintain its appearance. Here is my recommended way of
cleaning and conditioning the seats. Vacuum the seats thoroughly. Apply a cleaning solution with a dry, soft terry cloth or a soft
brush. Mist the leather with a spray bottle containing plain clean water and wipe with a clean soft towel. Finally, apply a
premium quality leather conditioner containing natural oils and a sunscreen. I personally recommend the Meguiars Gold Class
Leather Cleaner & Conditioner products for this entire process. (hopefully Mequiars reads this and I’ll get a royalty check in the
mail)
It only takes a few minutes to do and will ensure the seats stay in great shape.
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